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This Year, The World 
Learns the Name, ORIGIN
We started making products in 2013, but it really took us the past three 
years to re-engineer the Jiu-Jitsu kimono from the ground up. There is 
a new formula, a new level, a new standard, that all kimonos will be 
measured against. This year the world will know the name “ORIGIN”, 
as it will become synonymous with perfection and performance. The 
scales have been tipped, the world’s most advanced kimono ever creat-
ed for Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu lives. Join the Origin familia. We guarantee 
you have never experienced anything like this.

Origin Founder / Lead Designer
Pete Roberts

Pete traveled to Abu Dhabi for the World Pro and came home 
with a commitment to make it in America

We cleared a forest and built a factory for one purpose, to 
make the world’s best Jiu-Jitsu gear

American Pearl Weave, our first textile came off our looms

Dragon Weave© and Atomic Twill© changed the game

Gorilla Weave© sets a new standard for all Jiu-Jitsu athletes

We launched the Origin brand and Genesis kimono

Our first loom landed at the 
Origin Mountain Retreat at 
the end of 2014. We spend 
40 hours just cleaning it and 
the next 3 months bringing 
this industrial age beast back 
to life. It now weaves Gorilla 
Weave© (see below) for our 
customers worldwide.

All of our products are rigorous-
ly tested  in the ultimate proving 
grounds. Our mat space is on 
the second floor of the OMR. It 
features 2” thick flexiroll mats. 
This is the reason we exist as 
a company. In search of the 
Perfect Roll.

Gorilla Weave©



Three cutting edge textiles are what sets Origin apart. Each textile is engineered to perform in the most 
intense situations. Our secret blend of fibers starts with 50% cotton but the other 50% creates a yarn with a 
tensile strength that is 10 times stronger than 100% cotton textiles.

Textiles & 
Technologies

SIX core technologies drive our full line of kimonos and perfor-
mance-based kimonos. Each technology works symbiotic-ally with 
the next, pushing our gear, and your game to the next level. One 
thing is for certain, there is no other company in the world ad-
vancing the sport of Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu like Origin. Here at the Or-
igin Mountain Retreat we Believe In Progression, and it starts with 
not just American Made, but American Crafted. Each technology 
is also unique to Origin, that you won’t find anywhere else.

A revolutionary blend of cotton and 
polyester, impregnated with Silver-
Wick©, woven into a proprietary 
weave designed for BJJ. 2015 we 
launched our first Dragon Weave© 
based kimonos and the results 
speak for themselves. The bar has 
been set, but will not be met. Hemp 
and bamboo can take a back seat. 
Hands down, this is the future of 
performance kimono fabrics.

• 10X STRONGER*
• ANTIMICROBIAL
• SILVERWICK© INJECTED
• PERFORMANCE BLEND
• MOISTURE WICKING
• MOISTURE TRANSPORT
• FAST-DRYING
• PROFORM© FIT
• LIGHTWEIGHT
• COMFORTABLE
• WOVEN IN MAINE, USA 

How do you engineer a textile that 
gives you the same benefits as Drag-
on Weave© but without the upfront 
cost? Meet our newest member of the 
family, Origin’s Gorilla Weave©. For 
2016 we have changed the game 
again with this Ultra-lightweight 
performance enhancing textile. Used 
in three brand new kimono models 
for 2016. Train everyday as a Gorilla 
and compete as a Dragon.

• 6X STRONGER*
• PERFORMANCE BLEND
• MOISTURE WICKING
• MOISTURE TRANSPORT
• FAST-DRYING
• PROFORM© FIT
• ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
• COMFORTABLE
• WOVEN IN MAINE, USA

We like to say two things will survive 
in an apocalyptic event, cockroach-
es and Atomic Twill©. This is the 
first performance pants fabric ever 
engineered for BJJ. Introduced in 
2015, this textile is lightweight, 
abrasion resistant, and soft on 
the skin. Featuring our multi-pan-
el body mapping system, this is 
comfortable enough to wear out to 
dinner. Used on all our PRO Pants.

• 8X STRONGER*
• PERFORMANCE BLEND
• MOISTURE WICKING
• MOISTURE TRANSPORT
• FAST-DRYING
• PROFORM© FIT
• ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
• COMFORTABLE
• WOVEN IN THE USA

* Compared to Cotton Pearl Weave

* Compared to Cotton Twill

The Swiveloc© closure system uses 
180 degrees of rotation to ensure you 
are not compromised when rolling in 
tight situations. This system is virtually 
invisible, and you just won’t feel it.  
Your pants stay in place, guaranteed!

How do you get comfort and strength all 
wrapped up into one? Our StrongStitch© 
thread features a polyester filament, 
wrapped in a cotton body. Every piece of 
your kimono is stitched with ultra durable 
StrongStitch© thread.

SilverWick© treatment is used in our 
AXIOM kimono to make it 100% 
anti-microbial. Other fibers like hemp 
and bamboo are not 100% anti-mi-
crobial. SilverWick© provides a level 
of superiority no others can claim.

You will get gripped and you will 
break them. To combat grip con-
trol, all our kimonos feature a 2” 
cuff binding. This heavy duty bind-
ing reinforcement will allow you to 
break grips easier and faster.

All our reinforcement panels are Cow-
boyCut© which allows for minimum 
restriction and maximum movement. 
We free the joints so you can move in 
tight places. CowboyCut© features 
are only found in Origin kimonos.

The most innovative thing about Ori-
gin kimonos is our ProForm© Fit. Our 
multi-panel, body mapping system 
allows for a secure fit but decreases 
resistance while rolling. ProForm© can 
only be found in Origin kimonos.



Atomic Twill™
Atomic Twill is a very durable 
fabric with minimal shrinkage. 
You can expect your pants to 
shrink about 3%. The fabric 
is 65% Polyester and 35% 
Cotton. 

RULE 2: We base our pants sizing on standard 
American jeans sizing. We recommend going 
up ONE size in the waist and down ONE to 
TWO sizes in length. Ex: If you wear a 34 x 32 
size jeans, your Gi pants should be a 36 x 30 
or 36 x 28. If you are an in-between waist size 
(ex. 33) always go up, never down.

A B C

FULL LENGTH 1 SIZE DOWN 2 SIZES DOWN

Tailored Sizing
Since we make our kimonos from the ground up, every pair of pants fits like your favorite pair of jeans while every 
jacket fits like a tailored suit. Our sizing is based off of standard American sizes and body types. Follow the rules below 
when ordering and you will end up with the most comfortable, performance fitting kimono you will ever own.

Everyone is built differently, 
therefore you should know 
your body type before or-
dering. If you follow our 
rules, your Gi should fit like 
a tailored suit. If you have 
questions, please call before 
ordering, 1-207-860-2626.

RULE 1: Figure A is how your 
jacket should fit out of the box, 
pre-washed. If it fits like Figure B, 
it will be too short when washed. 
Figure B is the shrinkage when 
washing your Gi with cold water 
and hang drying the first few times. 
If you choose to machine dry your 
kimono, please feel free. We have 
engineered our textiles for mini-
mum shrinkage Once initial shrink-
age has occurred, your kimono will 
not shrink ever again. 

NOTE: Our sizing runs from 
X-SMALL to 3X-LARGE in 
jackets. Pants sizing runs 
from 26”-44”. Extremely 
large and small sizes may 
require special order.

A B

PRE WASH POST WASH

1”

DYNAMIC BODY MAPPING
One great feature about Origin’s 
PRO pants is the way they map to 
your body. As your body moves, your 
pants stay secure to your hip line. We 
achieve this mapping technique by 
building our pants with multiple panels 
which intersect at key points. The 
Cowboy Cut© of our kneepad also 
are fashioned at an upward angle. 
When you bend or squat, the pants 
slide upwards instead of pulling down 
from your backside. 

THE BEST PERFORMING 
PANTS GUARANTEED!
• ATOMIC TWILL™
• COWBOY CUT™
• PRO FORM™ PLATFORM
• SWIVELOC™ CLOSURE
• CUSTOM INSEAM



IN-ACTION 360º MOVEMENT
Unrestricted movement for dynamic players

Unmatched, our PRO pants are simply in a 
league of their own. Play your game, roll 
your way, move unrestricted. All Origin 
kimonos feature the best pants in our sport. 
Intelligently mapped to your body.

FREEDOM



Only The Worthy Shall Wear The

The AXIOM leads the way for  our 2016 lineup. We broke the mold in 2015, 

and started a new era when we launched this kimono. This year, it’s all 

about styling and options. The 2016 AXIOM will be available in Royal Blue 

for the first time ever. Our 2016 Black AXIOM is truly a throwback. We 

looked back at our most successful kimono, the 2011 Comp 550, and took 

the same purple and silver styling. This was one of our most requested 

color-ways to bring back and there is no better kimono worthy of it. 

This kimono features our REVOLUTIONARY Dragon Weave© fabric and 

the entire kimono is injected with SilverWick© to keep your kimono mi-

crobe free. Pure silver protecting you from nasty mat funk. Like Roman 

armor, the AXIOM is styled with two sexy embroideries flanking the 

lapel. Once you go AX, you never go BACK

+

=

FOR SERIOUS BJJ PLAYERS ONLY!



The AXIOM features Dragon Weave© and  
Atomic Twill©. Both textileshave been injected 
with SilverWick© (pure silver) to keep the  
microbes off. The AXIOM transports pers- 
piration away from your body and is  
lightweight yet very strong.



Mist
The MIST is built for ultimate minimalism. It’s 
clean with a crisp design. A blank canvas, 
leaving room for you to patch it up with 
your school patches or sponsors. 
Great for everyday training, com-
petitions and seminars. 

The MIST is a great kimono 
for schools, academies 
and anyone looking for 
Origin performance 
without the upfront cost. 
Get in touch with us 
today about setting up 
a wholesale account!

Be Like The

Silverback
Pete Roberts Signature

Black Gorilla Weave©, with sun gold, silver 
and white embroidery make the SILVERBACK 

one insane looking kimono. The lines are 
contrast stitched with our StrongStitch© 
thread, and the pants are Atomic Twill©. 
The SILVERBACK features four well 
balanced embroideries, placed to work 
with the natural lines of this kimono. 

All of our kimonos are special, they are 
all built the same, and built to last, 
with performance in mind. The Silver-
back though is this year’s flagship 
kimono. The lines, color-ways and 
beauty of this kimono make it my 

signature kimono.

Congo
You asked for a kimono that 
represents freedom, liberty and 
patriotism. It does not get more 
FREE than the CONGO. An 
incredible looking kimono with 
a delicate balance of form and 
function. Wear it proudly. 

Welcome to the



Check out our full line of products:

WWW.ORIGINMAINE.COM
Call anytime 8:30-5:00 PM EST
Factory Direct: 1-207-860-2626
ORIGIN BJJ • INDUSTRY, MAINE

WWW.ORIGINBJJ.COM
Call anytime 8:30-5:00 PM EST
Factory Direct: 1-207-860-2626

FACTORY DIRECT PRICING
CALL TO SETUP A WHOLESALE  
ACCOUNT FOR YOUR ACADEMY

WE STAND STRONG 
BEHIND ALL OUR PRODUCTS, 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.


